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Karbala and the Future of the Shias 

To understand the reason behind Imam Hussain ع’s sacrifice in Karbala, we need to look a little further back in time 
to Prophet Ibrahiem ع, and his two sons the Prophets Ismail and Issac ع.


After the birth of Issac ع, Ismail ع’s little brother, Allah س instructed Ibrahiem ع to resettle Ismail ع along with his 
mother, Lady Hagar, in a faraway place. For this reason, Ibrahiem ع brought them to the Holy Kaaba, and left them 
there, in the care of Allah س. The area was, at that time, a very remote, and harsh desert.


What happened next, as we now know, is that Lady Hagar went to search for water for her child. Eventually, she 
saw that a natural spring, now know as the well water of Zamzam, had started flowing at Ismail ع’s feet.  The result 
was that the nomadic caravans that would have passed through the area without stopping began to settle down, 
and a city, which would eventually be known as Mecca al-Mukarrama, started to develop. The settlers recognized 
the rights of Lady Hagar and Ismail ع over the land. 


By the time the Holy Prophet ص was born, the descendants of Prophet Ismail ع had become the elite and noble 
guardians of the Holy Kaaba. Among Ismail ع’s descendants, two main figures who factor into the tragedy of 
Karbala are: Hashim and Omaiya. 


The lineage of our Holy Prophet ص is known as Banu Hashim, the children/clan of Hashim, and it is also the lineage 
to which Imam Hussain ع belongs. Yazid ل, along with his father and grandfather ل, the enemies of the Holy Prophet 
and his family ع, are known as Banu Omaiya, the children/clan of Omaiya. 


Because of this genealogy, Yazid ل, who had openly declared that all he wanted to do was rule over the Muslims, 
and who also made it clear that he had nothing at all to do with the religion and teachings of Islam, knew full well in 
his evil materialist heart that his claim to the Caliphate would not be seen as legitimate, if he did not have the full, 
unanimous, and undisputed allegiance of every single living member of Prophet Ismail ع’s descendants-especially 
the elite, pious and noble living heir of Banu Hashim, and therefore the rightful Caliph of the Muslims, Imam Hussain 

.ص the grandson of the Holy Prophet ,ع

The Holy Prophet ص was the Seal of Prophets and Allah س’s last messenger. The message he brought to mankind 
and the religion he established is guidance that shows the way out of ignorance; it is wisdom that takes believers 
out of darkness and brings them into the light. It is that for which Imam Hussain ع gave his life to save.


If Yazid ل got what he wanted, then all of the Holy Prophet ص’s hard work would have been in vain. The high 
standards that Allah س had established through the Holy Prophet ص would have disappeared, and society would 
have reverted back to the days of ignorance; Allah’s wisdom would have been thrown out, and not even a tiny bit of 
the message that all 124, 000 prophets ع had brought to mankind would have remained, or meant anything to 
anyone.


It was to stop a horrific situation like this from happening that Imam Hussain ع did not recognize Yazid ل’s claim to 
caliphate in any way whatsoever, and became a martyr for the cause of Islam. This is why the Holy Prophet ص said:


Hussain is from me, and I am from Hussain.




The reason we cry for the martyrdom of our 3rd Imam, Imam Hussain ibn Ali ع, is because, when the Imam ع was 
born, and Allah س revealed what would happen to our Imam ع, and the ultimate sacrifice that he عwould give for the 
sake of Allah س’s religion, the Holy Prophet ص cried. 


When the Holy Prophet ص told what was revealed to Lady Fatima س, the Imam ع’s mother, and after she س learned 
of how some Muslims will betray her beloved son, and abandon him and not support him during his time of need, 
and that he ع would be alone, and not be shown the slightest amount of kindness, and be slaughtered on the sands 
of Karbala, she س also cried.  


She then asked the Holy Prophet ص, since there will be no one to support Imam Hussain ع at that time, then who 
will cry for him? The Holy Prophet ص said that Allah س has promised that He س will create a entire nation that will 
mourn for Imam Hussain ع. 


We are part of that nation. When we mourn for Imam Hussain ع, we are fulfilling the promise Allah س made to the 
Holy Prophet ص and to Lady Fatima س.  


And when we mourn for Imam Hussain ibn Ali ibn Abi Talib al-Shahid ع, because he ع, along with his brother Imam 
Hassan ibn Ali ibn Abi Talib al-Mujtabah ع, our 2nd Imam ع, are both known as the Two Chiefs of the Inhabitants of 
Heaven, our reward in return for our love and the tears that we cry for him ع, will be Eternal Paradise, inshallah.


What is also important to remember is that, once our 12th Imam, The Mahdi Baqiathullah al-Qaem al-Muntazar عج, 
returns, he will also be alone and in need of supporters to help avenge the killing of Imam Hussain ع, and at that 
time it will become our duty to help him ع, our 12th Imam عج ع, just as we long to have been there to support Imam 
Hussain ع in Karbala.


Was-Salam.


Your Brother in Faith,


SMH Razvi
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